Spokane Arts
Awards

Sponsorship Opportunities

We are thrilled to extend this invitation to sponsor the Spokane Arts Awards, a celebration that embodies the essence of our vibrant artistic community. As we prepare for another year of honoring exceptional creativity, we are seeking partners who share our passion for the arts and our dedication to fostering a thriving cultural landscape.

The Spokane Arts Awards isn't just an event; it's an opportunity to showcase the transformative power of artistic expression. By supporting this annual celebration, you'll align your brand with a meaningful cause that touches the hearts and minds of artists, enthusiasts, and the entire community. Join us in nurturing the arts, nurturing our city's spirit, and nurturing a legacy of inspiration for generations to come.

In this document, you will discover the various ways your involvement can make a lasting impact. From engaging with a diverse audience to gaining exposure through extensive promotional efforts, we have curated sponsorship packages that offer compelling benefits while championing the arts. Your partnership will not only amplify the influence of the Spokane Arts Awards but also contribute to the cultural enrichment of our city.

Thank you for considering this opportunity to become a vital part of the Spokane Arts Awards family. Together, we can continue to paint the canvas of our community with the vibrant strokes of creativity.

ELEVATING THE ARTS
Presenting Sponsor - $10,000
Everything included in the Igniting Inspiration package, plus:
- Prominent logo placement at event
- Opportunity to speak at event
- 10 total complimentary tickets

IGNITING INSPIRATION
Major Sponsor - $5,000
Everything included in the Celebrating Creativity package, plus:
- Sponsor recognition on all marketing materials
- 4 total complimentary tickets

CELEBRATING CREATIVITY
Sponsor - $2,500
- Sponsor recognition on website
- Sponsor recognition on social media
- 2 complimentary tickets

CONTACT US
spokanearts.org/programs/arts-awards/
kerrispokanearts.org
(509) 321- 9614

ABOUT SPOKANE ARTS
Spokane Arts supports arts and culture in the region through grantmaking, programming, and advocacy. We foster creativity by providing direct support to individuals, groups, and organizations in the creative sector, and we promote local arts and culture to the wider community.